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Abstract 

Answers to clinical questions occurring during healthcare prac-
titioner/patient interaction can be often found in National Li-
brary of Medicine’s (NLM) databases.  The recent advances in
wireless handheld computers promise to make them a widely
used tool to deliver needed information to the practitioner at the
point of service.  This paper addresses challenges in organizing
and presenting information obtained from NLM’s MEDLINE®

database of indexed citations in a way that will help practitio-
ners reduce literature search time on handheld computers.  We
study two clustering algorithms and two methods of labeling
document clusters. 
Keywords:
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Introduction
Answers to the majority of clinical questions that occur during
health practitioner-patient interaction can be found in MED-
LINE and other databases.  However, point-of-care searching
was shown to be not fast enough to answer most of the questions
[1, 2].  The average times obtained in the clinical questions an-
swering studies are likely to be even longer for handheld com-
puters (PDAs), since, due to limitations of the small screen, at
most five truncated citation titles can be displayed on one PDA
screen.  This means that users who want to read the titles of more
than five citations will need to perform several stylus actions.  In
experiments aimed at reducing access times for information
search tasks and number of stylus actions on handheld comput-
ers, single screen summaries of web pages have been found ef-
fective [3]. Compression of retrieval results into a single PDA
screen requires prior organization of retrieved citations.  Cluster-
ing has been recently reconsidered and shown effective as one of
the methods of organizing and presenting relevant documents [4,
5].  Our first approach to clustering followed the bibliographic
tradition of classifying items into subject areas [6].  An alterna-
tive approach is to cluster documents dynamically based on sim-
ilarities between documents retrieved for each query. In the
latter case a question of naming clusters arises. Selecting the
name from the set of MeSH terms assigned to retrieved citations,
generating names using controlled vocabularies, and generating
names for each cluster from the search results within the cluster
are some of the proposed solutions for the cluster-labeling prob-
lem [7, 8, 9].

Our goal is to explore methods that can provide a compact single
PDA screen overview of retrieved citations, and the possibility
of immediate access to relevant documents in the context of the
PubMed on Tap application [10].
This paper describes our experiments with both clustering ap-
proaches: Subject Area classification of documents using a con-
stant set of pre-determined categories, and Dynamic Clustering
using hierarchical clustering methods.  Dynamic Clustering re-
quires generation of multi-document cluster labels.  We consid-
ered two methods of cluster name generation: extraction of
multi-document summaries, and selection of the most represen-
tative title from the set of citation titles in the cluster.

Methods
At the first stage of our experiment citations for a query are re-
trieved using PubMed, NLM’s interface to the MEDLINE data-
base. These citations are then used in clustering and labeling
experiments.

Queries
Since our goal is to organize documents retrieved by PubMed in
response to a clinical query, we created our query set by combin-
ing several of the 106 OHSUMED collection queries generated
by clinically active physicians and reference librarians who reg-
ularly used MEDLINE [11], and queries that occurred in point-
of-service situations involving the first author.  In addition to
queries, this set contains descriptions of clinical situations that
caused the health practitioner to seek additional information.
Queries were selected based on the total number of citations re-
trieved by PubMed for each query.  The number of documents
retrieved for each query in the full set of queries ranged from 0
to 14,684.  Queries with document counts between 0 and 10 were
removed from further consideration, since we do not plan to
cluster documents retrieved for focused searches that result in
small numbers of relevant citations.  The remaining 50 queries
were used to study the distribution of documents clustered using
different approaches.  A subset of these queries, where document
counts did not exceed 70, was studied more closely to evaluate
the quality of created clusters and cluster names.  The upper
bound on the size of the retrieved documents is established to
permit exhaustive evaluation of the summaries. 
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Clustering 
1. Subject Area clustering
We use the Alphabetic listing by subject field section of the list
of 4,500+ journals being indexed for Index Medicus® [12] as the
main source of subject areas.  Unfortunately, this section con-
tains only about a third of the 10,192 Serials Indexed for Online
Users.  We augmented the list of subject areas with the set of
controlled descriptors used for indexing journals according to
discipline in NLM’s Indexing Initiative [13], thus obtaining sub-
ject areas for 8,764 journals. Previous approaches that used con-
trolled vocabulary to generate subject area names used one of the
unique vocabulary terms to name each of the areas.  In these ap-
proaches each document is placed into as many subject areas as
it belongs, judging by the journal that published the document.
We chose to create new subject areas that combine all single
controlled vocabulary terms that are assigned to the journal for
two reasons: 1) in many cases one of the subject areas is very
broad, and the remaining subject names clarify which aspect of
the broader area is the closest to journal’s publications; 2) a sig-
nificant reduction in space required to display citations’ titles be-
longing to each subject area, which is particularly important
because of the PDA’s small screen.  As an additional benefit, this
approach permits creation of a hierarchical structure using the
merged cluster names, as for example in the case of Allergy and
Immunology [Figure 1]. This may help reduce even further the
initial space requirements to display top-level subject areas.  For
example, 42.5% of the citations for the query “Catamenorrheal
Anaphylaxis” are in the Allergy and Immunology area. We can
reduce the size of this area by reassigning approximately half of
citations to three merged areas: Allergy and Immunology; Pul-
monary Disease (Specialty), Allergy and Immunology; Parasi-
tology, and Allergy and Immunology; Pediatrics.  The size of the
top-level display does not increase, since it still contains only the
Allergy and Immunology area name.  The Subject Area cluster-
ing method classifies the 8,764 journals into one of the 1,332
unique subject areas.  The number of journals in each area varies,
e.g., Tuberculosis subject area contains six journals, but 659
journals belong to the subject area Medicine.
2. Dynamic Clustering 
Dynamic Clustering requires determining the similarity between
documents.  We compute the similarity between documents us-
ing the traditional vector space model [6], where each document
is represented as a vector of terms that occur within the docu-
ment collection (MEDLINE in our experiments). The impor-
tance, or weight of each term found in document d is:

where tfi is the frequency of the ith term in the document d, and
idfi is the log of the term’s inverse document frequency in the
document collection computed as

where n is the total number of the documents in the collection,
and dfi is number of the documents that contain the ith term. 

Similarity between two documents is computed as the cosine of
the angle between corresponding document vectors in the N-di-
mensional space, where N is the number of terms in the docu-
ment collection

We then use the Ward‘s hierarchical clustering algorithm [14] to
create document clusters.  The number of clusters in hierarchical

clustering depends on the similarity threshold.  This threshold
defines when two documents are no longer considered similar

enough to be placed in the same cluster.

Figure 1 -  Subject areas within Allergy and Immunology.

Dynamic Cluster labeling
The recent Genomics track TREC experiments at NLM demon-
strate that in many cases the title of the MEDLINE citation is the
most representative sentence for this citation [15].  The experi-
ments aimed at reducing search time for information in web pag-
es, described in [3], show the most significant time reduction
when the representative single sentences combined with the
most salient terms in the web page text are used as the summary
of the web page.  Based on this knowledge we decided to test two
alternative approaches to cluster name generation. We used the
multi-document extraction summarization tool developed at
USC/ISI [16] to obtain extractive summaries as the labels for
each cluster.  As an alternative we selected the most representa-
tive title from the set of titles in each cluster as follows: the nor-
malized weight was computed for each title as shown in
Equation (4):
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where n is the number of documents in the cluster, and wi,t is the
weight of the terms in the title.  
The title with the highest weight was selected to represent the
cluster.

Evaluation
We chose to use intrinsic (normative) evaluation of information
organization at this stage of development of our application [17].
This evaluation is usually based on user judgments.   We evalu-
ated partitioning of the documents into clusters and cluster
names as follows:  given the cluster names, the query and the
clinical situation described in metadata for the query, select the
cluster that most probably contains the answer to the query.  Re-
trieval results partitioning was considered successful if the first
selected cluster provided an answer to the query and the cluster
label reflected the main topic of each citation.  This evaluation is
suitable for the early formative design stages.  We plan a rigor-
ous assessment at the end of the development cycle with the em-
phasis on task-oriented methods that measure the users ability to
perform specific tasks [18]. 

Discussion

Subject Area clustering 
Classification by Subject Areas is very appealing because it does
not require additional processing: the pre-defined categories are
looked up in a table while each citation is prepared to be sent to
the client.  In some cases this is sufficient to direct a user’s search
in the right direction. For example, citations retrieved for the
query “trigeminal neuralgia combination drug treatment” were
partitioned by this method into nine Subject Areas.  The area
named “Drug Therapy; Pharmacology; Pharmacy; Therapeu-
tics” was selected as the most promising, and the answer was
found in one of the five citations assigned to this cluster [Figure
2].

Figure 2 -  PubMed on Tap search results for the query 
“trigeminal neuralgia combination drug treatment” organized 
by category. The collapsed tree permits users to select the most 
promising category without scrolling. One pen action provides 
the overview of the titles. The highlighted title is displayed in 

the lower part of the screen in more detail

A drawback of this approach is in uneven and unpredictable dis-
tribution of documents between categories for individual que-
ries. Another drawback is a fairly large number of not
categorized journals. Results from eighteen of the fifty searches
contained documents that could not be placed in one of the sub-
ject areas. On average, 11.74% citations in the eighteen result
sets were labeled as not categorized [Figure 3]. 
The uneven distribution of citations results from the journal pro-
files, since many journals, for example JAMA, cover broad areas.
In addition, areas represented by only one category in the subject
listing, for example Veterinary Medicine, contribute to uneven
distribution.  Therefore it is not surprising that we obtained a
wide spectrum of distribution patterns among documents re-
trieved for 50 queries selected to evaluate the Subject Area clus-
tering method.  Figure 4 presents a typical distribution pattern.
More than half of the retrieved documents are in categories Gas-
troenterology and Surgery. The rest of the documents are distrib-
uted relatively evenly between the remaining eight categories.
There was no correlation between the number of retrieved docu-
ments and the number of subject categories for each query
(ρ=0.029).

Figure 3 -  Percentage of Not Categorized citations in 50 sets 
clustered using Subject Areas

Dynamic Clustering 
In the preliminary evaluation of the dynamic organization of re-
trieval results we modeled a clinical scenario based on the first
author’s experience. The clinical situation involves a female pa-
tient with the history of good oral health, who started hormone
replacement therapy and presented symptoms of gingivitis. Pa-
tient’s dentist is interested if there is a relationship between hor-
mone replacement therapy and gingivitis.  The dentist is also
looking for recommendations for gingivitis management in this
situation. The Subject Area clustering was not very helpful in or-
ganizing the results for the query formulated as follows:  “gingi-
vitis hormone therapy”. When Subject Area clustering was used,
53.8% of the citations fell into the Dentistry category, and anoth-
er 10.3% could not be categorized. Dynamic Clustering, on the
other hand helped select the relevant cluster judged by the best
title name “Female hormones and oral health”. We considered
several similarity thresholds while clustering citations retrieved
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for this query, and selected one that resulted in four clusters. This
partitioning was chosen because the citations were divided into
distinct areas and the number of citations in each cluster was
manageable. The extractive multi-document summaries for the
clusters were not always meaningful. They also did not always
reflect the main topic of the citations in the cluster, for example
the first cluster in Table 1 was summarized by the first author as
follows: Systemic diseases and conditions that predispose an in-
dividual to periodontal destruction are described. One of the pa-
pers discusses differential diagnosis of gingivitis in children.  

Conclusions and future work
Our preliminary results show that it is possible to direct a user’s
search towards the most relevant documents.  We were able to
quickly answer clinical queries using both methods of partition-
ing of the retrieved documents. Categorization by Subject Areas
was not always helpful in directing user’s search. In the worst
cases the most promising subject areas were too general and con-
tained the majority of the documents. Dynamic Clustering and
cluster labeling using the best title show promise, but need fur-
ther exploration of the computational requirements for large sets
of retrieved documents, and dynamic threshold determination. 

We plan to measure time requirements for both methods,
evaluate clusters obtained using different threshold values in the
Dynamic Clustering approach, determine percentage of
unsatisfactory distribution patterns in the Subject Areas
partitioning approach, and use task-oriented controlled
experiments and traditional information retrieval performance
measures to evaluate clustering results. 
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